ACUTA announces the release of

ACUTA PDF Tools™
version 3.0.0

Marlborough MA – February 2, 2015 – ACUTA, a leading cloud based solution provider to the life
sciences industry, today announced the release of ACUTA PDF Tools v3.0.0.
Exclusively designed for the Life Sciences and related industries, ACUTA PDF Tools will help users
prepare and publish PDF files very efficiently. ACUTA PDF Tools eliminates tedious manual
processes and offers significant savings in time and cost involved in preparing PDF documents for
regulatory submissions to any agency in the world in any dossier format (eCTD, NeeS or just PDF
submission).
“ACUTA’s goal is to offer the next generation solutions to enable companies of all sizes to adhere
to strict standards set by regulatory authorities around the world and help them prepare their
PDF documents with ease and assurance of compliance” said Shy Kumar, ACUTA’s Founder,
President and CEO. “With this release we are very proud to announce that users in the industry
have a very sophisticated, intelligent and easy to use set of tools to publish their PDF files. ACUTA
PDF Tools have unique features that users have been requesting for many years! ”
ACUTA PDF Tools is a collection of unique tools specifically designed for the Life Science industry.
Each tool (wizard) addresses a specific need following agency and industry standards and
requirements. The main purpose of these wizards are to assist users during the PDF production
process. The user interface, speed and built-in intelligence make ACUTA PDF Tools the most
efficient and powerful available in the industry.
For more information on ARIM, please visit www.acutallc.com/apt.html
About ACUTA, LLC
ACUTA was founded in November 2012 to assist life science companies in complying with ever
changing regulatory requirements that guide the product lifecycle through approval and
maintenance. ACUTA’s founder Shy Kumar, and his team members are well known in the
industry, with over 20 years of experience. They have successfully deployed state-of-the-art
solutions that were well received by industry and users.
ACUTA’s vision is to develop innovative solutions to assist life sciences and related companies
with their regulatory information management, which ultimately benefit everyone and
specifically the needs of patients around the world.
ACUTA is headquartered in the Marlborough, MA, with offices in Bangalore India. For more
information, visit www.acutallc.com.
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